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Abstract-We present novel grid coverage strategies for effective surveillance

and target location in distributed sensor networks. We represent the sensor field

as a grid (two or three-dimensional) of points (coordinates) and use the term target

location to refer to the problem of locating a target at a grid point at any instant in

time. We first present an integer linear programming (ILP) solution for minimizing

the cost of sensors for complete coverage of the sensor field. We solve the

ILP model using a representative public-domain solver and present a divide-and-

conquer approach for solving large problem instances. We then use the framework

of identifying codes to determine sensor placement for unique target location. We

provide coding-theoretic bounds on the number of sensors and present methods

for determining their placement in the sensor field. We also show that grid-based

sensor placement for single targets provides asymptotically complete

(unambiguous) location of multiple targets in the grid.

Fig. 1. An examPle of a two-dimensional sensor field.

1 INTRODUCTION

DISTRIBUfED networks are essential for effective surveillance in the
digitized battlefield and for environmental monitoring. An
important issue in the design of these networks is the placement
of sensors in the surveillance zone, also described as the sensor
field. In a typical scenario, several different types of sensors are
available which can be appropriately placed in the sensor field.
These sensors differ from each other in their monitoring range,
detection capabilities, and cost. Clearly, sensors that can accurately
detect targets at longer distances have higher cost. However, the
use of these expensive, long-range sensors may be prohibitive in
terms of total placement cost. On the other hand, if only small-
range sensors are used, effective surveillance can only be achieved
with a large number of these sensors. Therefore, efficient sensor
placement strategies are necessary to miniInize cost and yet
achieve mandated levels of surveillance accuracy. Fig. 1 shows a
sensor field in which grid points (circles) are at distances of 100m
and two sensors are vshown with different costs and range of
coverage.

Another important problem in sensor networks is that of target
location. If the sensor field is represented as a grid (two or three-
dimensional), target location refers to the problem of pinpointing a
target at a grid point at any point in time. For enhanced coverage, a
large number of sensors are typically deployed in the sensor field
and, if the coverage areas of multiple sensors overlap, they may all

report a large in their respective zones. The precise location of the
target must th n be detern'rined by examining the location of these
sensors. In y cases, it is even impossible to precisely locate the
target (within e granularity of a single grid point). Alternatively,
target locati can be simplified considerably if the sensors are
placed in su a way that every grid point in the sensor field is
covered by a unique subset of sensors. In this way, the set of
sensors repo g a target at time t uniquely identifies the grid
location for th target at time t. The trajectory of a moving target
can also be ea .y detern'rined in this fashion from time series data.

Previous arch in distributed sensor networking has largely
ignored the a ove sensor placement issues. Most prior work has
concentrated e clusively on efficient sensor communication [1], [2]
and sensor ion [3], [4] for a given sensor field architecture.
However, as sensors are used in greater numbers for field
operation, e 'ent deployment strategies become increasingly
important. ReI ted work on terrain model acquisition for motion
planning has f d on the movement of a robot in an unexplored
"sensor field" [8]. While knowledge of the terrain is vital for
surveillance, i does not directly solve the sensor placement
problem.

There exis a close resemblance between the sensor placement
problem and e guard placement problem (AGP) addressed by
the art gallery theorem [9]. The AGP proble~ can be informally
stated as that of determining the minimum number of guards
required to co er the interior of an art gallery. (The interior of the
art gallery is r presented by a polygon.) Several variants of AGP
have been s died in the literature, including mobile guards,
exterior visibil" , and polygons with holes. Our sensor placement
problem diffe from AGP in two fundamental ways: 1) The
sensors canha e different ranges, unlike in AGP where guards are
assumed to h ve similar capabilities, and 2) the "identifying"
problem for arget location requires more sensors than the
"covering" pr lem.

The sensor lacement problem for target location is also closely
related to the a arm placement problem described in [5]. The latter
refers to the pr blem of placing "alarms" on the nodes of a graph G
such that a s. Ie fault in the system (corresponding to a single
faulty node in G) can be diagnosed. The alarms are therefore
analogous to rs in a sensor field. It was shown in [5] that the
alarm placem t problem is NP-complete for arbitrary graphs.
However, we s ow that, for restricted topologies, e.g., a set of grid
points in a se r field, a coding theory framework can be used to
efficiently det rn'rine sensor placement. The sensor locations
correspond to odewords of an identifying code constructed over
the grid poin in the sensor field. Such coding frameworks are
often used in mputing systems, e.g., for error control [6], and,
more recently, or resource placement in multicomputers [7].
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...~n, C = L L(CA~jk + CBbijk).

Let covA(il,jl,kl;~;i~~; ~~)) be a (derived) binary variable
defined as follows:

We are inter~ted in the following sensor placement problems:
1) Given a survdnlance region (grid points) and sensors of different
types (with diff~rent ranges and costs), determine the placement
and type of sepsors in the sensor field such that the desired
coverage is acNeved and cost is minimized; 2) how should the
sensors be plac~ at grid points such that every grid point is
covered by a ~que subset of these sensors.

We first forIt\ulate the sensor placement problem in terms of
cost minimizati~n under coverage constraints. We then develop an
integer progr~g (ILP) model to solve the sensor deployment
problem. This allows us to leverage efficient ILP solvers for
combinatorial optimization problems. We carry out a case study
for sensor depl~ent using a representative ILP solver available
in the public dOplain [11]. We also present a divide-and-conquer
approach for so~ving large problem inst~ces. Finally, we use the
theoretical fram~work of identifying codes [12] to determine the
best placement 4f sensors such that the grid point for a target can
be uniquely ide~tified.

~«il,jl, kl), (i2,j , k2)) =

{ l,ifa type A senso placed at grid point (il,jl, kl)
covers grid point (i2,j2, k2)

0, otherwise.

Similarly, let covB«il,jl, k ), (i2,j2, k2)) be the corresponding
binary variable for a Type-B sensor.

We now formulate an .teger programming model for mini-
mizing the cost of sensor de loyment while ensuring that all grid
points are covered adequate y.

Objective: Minimize the ost function

no ~ n,
C = ~ ~~(CAa;jk + CBb,jk)

subject to

d«il,jl, kl), (i2,j2, k2» = -i2)2 + (jl -j2)2 + (kl -k2)2

denote the distance between grid points (il,jl, kl) and (i2,j2, k2).
Since cavA«il,jl, kl), (i2,j2, 2» = 1 if and only if a Type-A sensor
placed at (il,jl, kl) covers .d point (i2,j2, k2), we introduce the
following two inequalities. or notational convenience, we use
cavA and d without any loss generality.)

~ 1(RA -d) ~ 0 (1)

2 MINIMUM-COST SENSOR PLACEMENT

Let the sensor fi~ld consist of nx, ny, and nz grid points in the x, y,
and z dimensiQt\s, respectively. We assume that two types of
sensors (Type AJ and Type B) are available for deployment, with
costs CA and CBland ranges RA and RB, respectively. (The model
can be easily e~tended to more than two sensor types.) The
separation between the grid points in any dimension is at least
min{RA,RB}' We make the simplifying assumption here that a
sensor always d,tects a target that lies within its range.

The problem that is studied in this section is to minimize

the cost of se~rs deployed in the sensor field by optimally

assigning sensorjs to grid points. A sensor with range RA (RB)
I

placed on grid Ipoint (XI,YI,ZV can detect a target (covers) at

grid point (X2, 2, z2 if the distance between these two grid

points ( (Xl -o;J;2f + (YI -Y2)2 + (Zl -z2)1 is less than RA (RB).

However, everyj grid point must be covered by at least m ~ 1
sensors. The par~eter m measures the amount of fault tolerance

!

inherent in the sfnsor deployment scheme. For example, if m = 1,

then a single senSor failure is likely to make several grid points in

the sensor field ~observable. In our optimization framework, we

consider m to bel a parameter for the ILP model.
The optimization problem is stated as follows:

,

.1'1: Giv+ a parameter m ;::: 1, a set of grid points, two
types of $ensors (Type A and Type B) with costs C A and
CB, and ranges RA and RB, respectively, find an assign-
ment of sensors to grid points such that every grid point is
covered by at least m sensors and the total cost of the
sensors is minimum.

1'1 can easily be shown to be NP-hard using the method of
restriction. Hall $ensors have the same cost, the restricted problem
PI * is equivalen~ to ~e minim~-cost s.atisfiability problem.

Let a;jk be a 0-1 (bInary) vanable defined as follows:

a;k = { 1, if1 a type A sensor is placed atgrid point (i,j, k)
J 0, otherwise.

Likewise, let ~ijk be a 0-1 variable defined as follows:

(1 -d -RA) ~ o. (2)

We can verify that if d < RA, en cauAmust be 1 in order to satisfy
(2). Similarly, if d > RAi, then A must be 0 in order to satisfy (1).
Note that the case d = RA. not considered here-instead, we
assume that this case is av ided since the range is usually an
integer while the distance (c puted by the square root operator)
will be a noninteger. Even if e distance is an integer, a fractional
offset can be added to the r ge in order to use the ILP model.

The constraint in the op. .ation model is nonlinear since it
involves products of binary variables. In order to linearize the
constraint inequalities, we in oduce a new binary variable for each
appearance of a nonlinear rm. Suppose u and v are binary
variables. Then, their produc uv can be replaced by a new binary
variable w with the folIo ing additional constraints [10]:
1) u + v ~ 2w, 2) u + v-I w. The resulting integer linear
programming model is sho in Fig. 2.

We carried out a case stu y for two-dimensional sensor fields
with a given number (P) of d points in each dimension using the
two types of sensors discusse in Section 1. These include a type-A
sensor with cost $150 and r ~e 100m and a type-B sensor with

+ bol,jl,kl~ (i1,j1, k1), (i2,j2, k2)) ~ m
1 ::;: i2 ::;: fI.z, 1 ::;: j2 ::;: ~, 1 ::;: k2 ::;: nz.

In order to solve the above problem by standard ILP
techniques, we first need to express the derived binary variables
in terms of the independ t binary variables. This is done as
shown below for covA«i1,jl, 1), (i2,j2, k2)). A similar method can
be used for covB«i1,j1, k1), (.2,j2, k2)).

Let
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rn. nil n. .'

Minimize C= LLL(CAaijk + CBbijk) subject to!
=1 j=l k=l

Fig. 2. Integer linear programming model for sensor placement.

cost $200 and range 200m. We used the Ipsolve package from
Eindhocen University of Technology in The Netherlands [11]. The
Ipsolve input files were automatically generated using a Perl script.
The results on sensor placement for two values of p and m are
shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 and in Table 1. Note that an exhaustive
search would require us to examine a total of 3P' possible sensor
deployments, hence the ILP model provides a convenient method
for performing this search in a systematic manner.

We draw several important conclusions from the case study.
First, as the value of m increases, it is more economical to use
the Type-B sensor, even though it costs more than the Type-A
sensor. This can be attributed to the fact that, even though a
Type-B sensor costs 1.5 times more, it has a range that is twice
that of a Type-A sensor. We expect the converse to be true if
the cost increases at a faster rate than the increase in the sensor
range. The second observation we make is that an exact
solution to the ILP model takes an excessive amount of
computation time for larger problem instances. Therefore, we
propose a "divide-and-conquer" near-optimal approach for

sensor place ent when the number of grid points is very large
(> 50). It is b ed on the following observation:

Given a t of available sensors, let Np,n be an optimal number
of sensors r uired for covering a sensor fi~ld in n dimensions,
with p grid P ints in each dimension. Let the corresponding cost of
sensor deplo ent be Cp,n' Then, the number of sensors are given
by: 1) N2p,n 2n Np,n, 2) C2p,n ~ 2nCp,n.

For exam Ie, when p = 8 and we use the two sensor types
discussed ab ve, we can obtain complete coverage for m = 2 using
22 .5 = 20 ors (sensor density = 0.31). We can also determine
the nUfIlber f sensors and their cost as follows: 1) for p = 4 .2k,
N;,n ~ NI,n' M, Nf;,n ~ Nl,n .2M. 2) N;,n ~ Nl,n .2M. Moreover,
C;,n ~ PI,n .,~,n ~ ~,n .2M, and C;,n ~ C:.n .2M. 3) For
p = 5. 2k, N;, ~ NJ,n' 2M, Nf;,n ~ N'f"n. 2M. Finally,

C;.n ~ C~,n .2M, C;,n ~ ~,n .2nk,

(a) (b)

.Type-A Sensor at grid point

.Type-B Sensor at grid point

(a) (c)(b)
.Type-A Sensor at grid point
.Type-B Sensor at grid point

Fig. 3. Optimal (minimum-cost) sensor placements for various sensor fields for
p = 4: (a) m = 1, (b) m = 2, (c) m = 3. Fig. 4. Optimal (finimum-cost) sensor placements for p = 5: (a) m = 1, (b) m = 2.

1. COVA. (RA -d) ?: 0 for all pairs of grid points

2. (1 -COVA) .(d -RA) ?: 0 for all pairs of grid po~ts
"3. COVB. (RB -d) ?: 0 for all pairs of grid points .

4. (1 -COVB) .(d- RB) ?: 0 for all pairs of grid points

nz nil n.
5. ~ ~~ (g((i1,j1, k1), (i2,j2, k2)) + h((i1,jl,kl), (i2,j2, k2))) ?: m,

il=1 jl=1 ".1=1
1:;; i2:;; n." 1:;; j2:;; ny, 1:;; k2:;; nz

6. covA((i1,jl, kl), (i2,j2, k2)) + d((i1,jl, k1), (i2, ~2, k2 ) ?: 2g((il,jl, k1), (i2, j2, k2)),
1 :;; i2 :;; n." 1 :;; j2 :;;ny, 1 :;; k2 :;; nz

7. covA((i1,j1, kl), (i2,j2, k2)) + d((il,jl, kl), (i2,j2, k2)) -1 :;; g((il,jl, kl), (i2,j2, k2)),
1 :;; i2 :;; n." 1 :;; j2 :;; ny, 1 :;; k2 :;; nz

8. covB((i1,jl,kl),(i2,j2,k2))+d((il,jl,k1),(i2,J2,k2)?: 2g((il,jl,kl),(i2,j2,k2)),
1 :;; i2 :;; n." 1 :;; j2 :;; nil' 1 :;; k2 :;; nz

9. covB({il,j1, kl), (i2,j2,k2)) + d((i1,j1,k1), (i2,j2,k2 ) -1:;; h((i1,j1,k1), (i2,j2,k2)),
1 :;; i2 :;; n." 1 :;; j2 :;; ny, 1 :;; k2 :;; nz

10. aij'" bij" = 0 or 1, 1 :;; i :;; n." 1 :;; j :;; nil' 1 :;; k ? n.

11. aij" + bij" :;; 1, 1 :;; i :;; n." 1 :;; j :;; ny, 1 :;; k :;; n.
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TABLE 1 I
Results on Optimal Sensor Placement Using Integer Linear Progra~ming

Note that the sensor density remains constant as larger sensor
fields are considered using a divide-and-conquer approach. For
example, the sensor density is the same for p = 4 and p = 8. Note
that alternative divide-and-conquer approaches are also possible.
For example, instead of dividing p by 2, we can also divide by i
(i > 2), which yields 1) N/p,n ~ in Np,n and 2) C/p,n ~ zncp,n.

We now describ~ mor efficient sensor placement strategies
based on coding theo~ p .ciples from [12]. We first review some
terminology. For ev~ry gri point (x,y,z) in a sensor field, we
associate a parity rector (Pz,py,py) as follows: pz = x mod 2,
Py = Y mod 2, pz = z ~od 2. or example, the parity vector for grid

point (2, 4, 5) in a three-dim nsional sensor field is (0, 0, 1). The set
of parity vectors corrfspon .g to the set of grid points C is called
the binary parity codr and enoted by P(C).

Theorem 2. For a (3, ) grid with P even and P > 2, target location is
achieved With a sma lest po sible number of sensors (~ = p3 / 4) if the
binary parity code (C) is he perfect binary (3,1,3) Hamming code,
where a perfect (n, , d) mming code consists of 2k codewords in
n dimensions and t min um distance between codewords is d.

Proof. We first prov that very grid point is uniquely covered.
Every sensor is c vered only by itself because the Hamming
distance between y parity vectors is at least three. Next,
consider a noncooewor vertex with coordinates (XI,X2,X3)
and corresponding p vector (PI,P2,P3). There are two.. th rd.I ( '_, _I ) d " ( " " " )vertices WI coo mate x = XI,;J;2,;J;3 an x = XI,x2,x3
such that they hav the e parity vector (ql,Q2,q3), xl and x"
are neighbors of x in th n-dimensional sensor field, (QI,Q2,Q3)
belongs to the .g code, and the Hamming distance
between (PI,P2,P3 and ( I,Q2,Q3) is one. We note that x' and X'I
are uniquely dete .ed by x.

To prove necessity, e note that if two sensors in the (n,p)
grid are neighbors, their parity vectors are at distance 1. Thus,
for an identifying code, e covering radius of the set of parity
vectors must be equal 0 1 and the smallest set with this
property is a perfect (3, ,3) code. 0

The following theqrem sows that if the number of grid points
in each dimension is even, the lower bound on the number of
sensors (Theorem 1)1 can e achieved for a three-dimensional
sensor field. The proqf follo s from Theorem 2.

Theorem 3. For a (3,J) grid (p > 4, p even), sensor placement with a
minimum number ~) sens (SJ: = V /4) is be achieved if and only if

3 SENSOR PLACEMENT FOR TARGET LOCATION

In this section, we address the problem of placing sensors on grid
points such that the grid positions of targets can be uniquely
identified from the subset of sensors that detect the targets. This
approach is based on the concept of identifying codes for uniquely
identifying vertices in graphs [12].

The identifying code problem can be stated as an optimal
covering of vertices in an undirected graph G such that any vertex
in G can be uniquely identified by examining the vertices that
cover it. A ball of radius r centered on a vertex v is defined as the
set of vertices that are at distance at most r from v, where the
distance between any two vertices u and v is defined to be the
number of edges on a shortest path from u to v. The vertex v is then
said to cover itself and every other vertex in the ball with center v.
The formal problem statement is as follows: Given an undirected
graph G and an integer r ~ 1, find a (minimal) set C of vertices
such that every vertex in G belongs to a unique set of balls of
radius r centered at the vertices in C. The set of vertices thus
obtained constitutes a code for vertex identification.

We now show that the problem of placing sensors for unique
target identification can be solved using the theory of identifying
codes. The grid points in the sensor field correspond to the vertices
in the graph G, while the centers of the balls correspond to the grid
points where sensors are placed. The unique identification of a
vertex in G corresponds to the unique location of a target by the
sensors in the sensor field. Each sensor at a grid point can detect a
target at grid points that are adjacent to it.

Let ~ denote the number of sensors required for uniquely
identifying targets in an n-dimensional (n ::; 3) sensor field with
p grid points in each dimension. We refer to such a grid as an
(n,p) grid. The following theorem provides upper and lower
bounds on ~ for r = 1. Its proof follows from the properties of
identifying codes on regular graphs [12].

Theorem 1. The number of sensors ~ for uniquely identifying a target
in an (n,p) grid is given by pn I(n + 1) ::; ~ ::; pn In.

For example, for a two-dimensional sensor field with 100 grid
points in each dimension, at least 3,334 sensors are required for the
104 grid points. However, 5,000 sensors are adequate for unique
target identification. For a two-dimensional sensor field, the upper
bound corresponds to a checkerboard placement of sensors on grid
points, as shown in Fig. 5. The grid points are marked by their
(x, y) coordinates and each sensor can detect a target at distances
up to the next grid point in each dimension. Note that each grid
point for this placement is covered by a unique subset of sensors.

.Se~sor at grid point

Fig. 5. A checkerboard placement ~f sensors.
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.S1nsor at grid point

(a) (b)

Fig. 6. (a) An efficient placement of sensors given by Theorem 3. (b) An efficient ad hoc placem+nt of sensors.

=BIU{(O,...,O,:f:2,O,...,O) mod (P)}U '

{(O,...,:f:1,O,...,O,:f:1,O,...,O) mod (p)}.
I

~ z ~. Consider the following four cases:

I 1. z = (0,... ,0). Then, z belongs to all balls of radius 1

with centers in BI'
2. z = (0, ...,0, :f:1, 0,. ..,0). Then, z belongs to two balls

of radius 1 with centers at z and (0, ...,0), respectively.
3. z= (0,...,0,:f:1 ,0,...,:f:1 ,0,...,0). Then, x belongs' ' ' '

i j
to two balls with centers (O,...,o,:f:1 ,0,...,0) and' '

i

sensOr&" are placed on grid points whose parity vector&" are (0, 0, 0) and

(1,1,1).

4.

ThL1 completes the proof. 0

Theorem 3 shows that if p is even, the sensor density (average

number of sensors per grid point) for three-dimensional sensor
fields is only 0.25. For example, let p = 6. From Theorem 2, we see

that sensors should be placed at the set of grid points {SO,Sl},

where So and Sl are the set of grid points with parity vectors (0,

0, 0) and (1, 1, 1), respectively, as shown below:

So = {(010,0), (0,0, 2), (0, 2, 0), (0, 2,2), (0,0,4), (0,4,0), (0,4, 2),

(0,2,4)., (0,4,4), (2,0,0), (2,0,2), (2..2,0), (2, 2, 2), (2,0,4), (2,4,0),

(2,2,4), (2,4,4), (4,0,0), (4,0,2), (4,2,0), (4,2,2), (4,0,4), (4,4, 0),

(4,4,2), (4,2,4), (4, 4,4)}j
Sl = {(1,1,1),(1,3,1),(1,3,1),(1,3,3),(1,1,5),(1,5,1),(1,5,3),

(1,3,5), (1, 5,5), (3, 1, 1), (3, 1,3), (3,3, 1), (3,3,3), (3, 1,5), (3, 5, 1),

(3,3,5), (3,5,5), (5, 1, 1), (5, 1,3), (5,3,1), (5, 3, 3), (5, 1, 5), (5,5,1),

(5,5,3), (5, 3, 5), (5, 5, 5)}.

Hence, a total of 54 sensors are required for the 216 grid points.
The next theorem addresses cases where p is not necessarily

even. For a sensor field with p grid points in each dimension, we
can define an n-dimensional p-ary code C with covering radius 2 as

follows: C is the smallest set of grid points (vertices) such that each

noncodeword is at a distance at most two from a codeword. Note

that the distance between two points (X1,Y1,Zl) and (X2,Y2,Z2) in

this context is given by d = Ix1 -x21 + IY1 -Y21 + IZ1 -Z21.

Theorem 4. Let KP(n,2) be the minimum number of codewords in a

p-ary n-dimensional code with covering radius 2. Then, for any p > 4,

an upper bound on the minimum number of sensors ~ for target

location in an (n,p) grid is given by ~ ~ (2n + I)KP(n, 2).

Proof. It is sufficient to show that all grid points in a ball B2 of

radius 2 with center v can be uniquely identified by balls of

radius 1 centered at all gridpoints that belong to the ball B1 of

radius 1 centered at v. Without loss of generality, assume that

v = (0,0, ...,0). Then,

Theore 4 implies that sensor placement can be carried out by
first dete ..g a code KP(n, 2) with covering radius 2. (Tables of
covering odes are easily available [13].). Sensors are then placed
on 1Ihe gri points corresponding to the codewords, as well as on
all grid p ints that are adjacent to codewords of KP(n,2). This is
shown in ig. 6a for a two-dimensional sensor field with p = 13.
We need total of 65 sensors for 169 grid points (sensor density =
O.3~), w ch is slightly greater than the lower bound of 57
predicted by Theorem 1. Note, however, that the lower bound
need not ways be achievable. As another example, let p = 5 and
n = 3. Fo this case, K5(3,2) = 5 [13], hence a total of 35 sensors
plaqed at e 125 grid points provides unique target location.

While the above sensor placement strategy can be used in
general fo any p > 4, the sensor density can often be decreased for
specific v ues of p. For example, consider the special case p = 88
and n = 2 An ad hoc sensor placement given by Fig. 6b yields a
sensor de ity of only 0.375, which improves upon the construc-
tion of rem 4.

We ha e assumed thus far that the location of only a single
target in e sensor field has to be uniquely identified. We now
show tha sensor placement for unique location of single target
provides near-complete location of sets of targets. This demon-
stra.tes th the sensor placement strategy outlined in this section is
effective en for tracking multiple targets in the sensor field. Let

,O)}U{(O, ,0) mod (P)}Bl = {(O,O, ,O,::i:l,O,

and
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0(1) be the fraction of sets of targets of cardinality exactly I that are
uniquely identifiable. The following lemma provides a lower
bound on the fraction of multiple targets that can be located:

Lemma 1. The fraction O(l) of sets of targets of cardinality exactly l that

are uniquely identifiable with r = 1 by sensor placement for single

targets is lower bounded by O(l) 2:: n\~~, where V(4) is an

upper bound on the number of grid points at a distance up to four

from any given grid point and N is the number of grid points in the

sensor field.

Proof. A set of targets is uniquely identifiable if the distance
between any two targets (grid points) in this set is at least five.
Note that this condition is sufficient but not necessary. The
fraction of identifiable sets of vertices is therefore lower-
bounded by

N(~ -V(4)(N- 2~(4~)... (N -(1-1)V(4»)0(1) 2:: ( N

)ill!

= n:-j~ ~
N-i

[)

The above lemma can be used to show that if the number of
grid points is sUfficiently large relative to the cardinality of the set
of targets, the multiple targets can be uniquely located (asympto-
tically) using sensor placement for single targets.

Theorem 5. As the number of grid points in a sensor field tends to
infinity, the fraction of sets of targets of cardinality exactly I that are
uniquely identifiable approaches one if I = o( yIN).

Proof. Let n = n~~(~. It can be easily seen that, for i:::' yIN,

In~~ = In( l- i(V(4) -1) ) rv -i(V(4) -1)N-i N-i N-i '

d Inn ~1~1 i(V(4)-I) Nan rv L,.,i..l-~. ow,

I~ i(~(4)- 1) \ < (1- 1)(V(4) -1) (1- 1)
.?-- N-i -N-l+l1=1

and limN-.oo (Ii~~~i-l) (1- 1) = 0 if z2 / N.-. 0 (since V(4) is
constant). 0

This underlines the effectiveness of the sensor placement
approach for single targets and implies that separate placement
algorithms for multiple targets are not necessary.
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